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The problem

In the world of DeFi, many projects have promised high yields 
and revolutionary platforms. We’ve seen these projects fail due 
to short-term strategies, unsustainable practices, and a lack of 

long-term sustainability.  



At present, retail investors also fear that DeFi is too complicated 
to understand and use.
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Lack of customer support

Accessibility - high 
minimum requirements

Difficult for an average 
person to use 

User error risk which comes from overly 
complicated DeFi platforms 



Market research Kingdom

of ants The Heist DEFI 


Kingdoms DEFI Land

Blockchain Solana Solana ERC20 Solana

DAO Transition to 

DAO 2025 -- -- --

User Experience Game-like, intuitive, clicker type Game-like, clicker type Game-like Game-like

AI Integration Advanced personalization,

Treasury management -- -- --

Sustainability Built-in for long-term growth Built-in for long-term growth -- --

Mobile Accessibility Yes Yes Yes Yes

Average Yield Rate Competitive, sustainable Competitive, sustainable High, unsustainable High, unsustainable

Cross-Platform 
Compatibility Yes -- -- --

Barrier to entry Low Medium High High



kingdomoants.com

Fun, easy, and user-friendly

An Al expert guide that provides knowledge 
base within the Ant Kingdom and Defi, 
ultimately improving user experience

Increased transparency

User feedback mechanisms, 
which improves platform 
based on the user needs.

The Solution

The Kingdom of Ants is a sustainable highly interactive gamified 
platform powered by AI, that easily translates complex DeFi 

products into a fun, smooth, user-friendly experience.  
  

Our unique sustainable treasury model leverages gamification, 
and AI-driven strategies as integral components of a DeFi 

platform that’s built to last. 
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Activities in the Kingdom 04

In Kingdom there are a lot of daily things to do to 
ensure that Kingdom functions with its full potential. 

tasks
Occasionally ANTS will challenge hostile bugs near 
the Kingdom. In boss fight there are casualties, but 

rewards are worth it!

Bosses
ANTS can join the hunting group and go out to 

search for food. A BIG Kingdom needs a lot of food 
to be able to feed all the ANTS.

Gathering 

Assign your ANT in the leveling grounds and 
observe as it levels up over time!

leveling
Provide ANT Food for the kingdom, in exchange you 

are rewarded with a Premium ANT NFT!

Incubating 
The Kingdom of ANTS lottery is drawn weekly to 

transform the life of one lucky ANT for the better!

Lottery



In-game Items 05

Obtained in

Tasks

From chests users can get ant food, 
lottery tickets or leveling potions

CHEST

0.02 Sol 0.02 Sol

Obtained in

Chest

Leveling potions are used to level up your 
ant quick and easy way

Leveling Potion

Obtained in

Gathering Chest

Ant food is used to provide for the 
kingdom, in exchange you get new 

premium ANTS

ANT Food

0.004 Sol

Obtained in

Chest

Lottery tickets are used to participate in 
the ant lottery

Lottery Ticket

0.0004 Sol
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Kingdom’s Treasury

In-game purchases generate $SOL. Part of the $SOL will 
be reinvested to generate profits,. The other part is used 

to provide liquidity.

The bigger the treasury. The longer the runway,

The bigger the treasury. The higher the backing per $ANTC

Stablecoins (USDC) have a fixed weight of 50% in the invested 
assets category

Other assets and their weights are determined

by community (DAO)

AI Integration in Treasury Management

20 %

BUY back ANTC+BURN

60 %

Treasury

20 %

Ecosystem ongoing

expenses

40 %

Invested

20 %

Liquidity (Sol, USDC)

$ANTC
FROM TREASURY

pAIRED WITH

$ANTC

$SOL



Introducing

Kingdom of ANTS

*  This demo is based on the current version of the platform design. New design will be ready by mainnet

https://youtu.be/f1i38aETqKU


Niko

LVL: 100

Founder, Tech-savvy full-stack 
developer with experience in crypto 
and diverse business ventures

Moses

LVL: 100

Financial Lead, Possess a decade of 
experience in Tier 1 IB Quant.

Transitioned to crypto and has 
advised DeFi projects.

Minato

LVL: 100

Dev Lead, Full-Stack developer

Team of 14 excluding CMs

Team 08



2025

NFT marketplace

KOA DEX

DAO launch

Q4 2024

TVL > $30m

DAO governance details

Q3 2024

TVL > $10m

Q2 2024

Gamified Platform Launch

Platform updates 



Niko Sairanen

Founder  

Niko@kingdomofants.io

Kingdom of Ants –

Your gateway to Sustainable DeFi 

Website

Twitter

Discord

TestNet
* Message us for some test $ANTC

mailto:Niko@kingdomofants.io
https://www.kingdomofants.io/
https://twitter.com/kingdomofANTS
https://discord.com/invite/ants
https://www.test.kingdomofants.app/

